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ABSTRACT
The demand for high-resolution point clouds has increased throughout the last years. However, capturing high-resolution point clouds
is expensive and thus, frequently replaced by upsampling of lowresolution data. Most state-of-the-art methods are either restricted to
a rastered grid, incorporate normal vectors, or are trained for a single use case. We propose to use the frequency selectivity principle,
where a frequency model is estimated locally that approximates the
surface of the point cloud. Then, additional points are inserted into
the approximated surface. Our novel frequency-selective geometry
upsampling shows superior results in terms of subjective as well
as objective quality compared to state-of-the-art methods for scaling factors of 2 and 4. On average, our proposed method shows a
4.4 times smaller point-to-point error than the second best state-ofthe-art PU-Net for a scale factor of 4.
Index Terms— 3D point cloud, geometry upsampling,
frequency selectivity
1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
The growing demand of 3D captures of our environment increases
the importance of point cloud data. Point clouds are composed of
single points in three-dimensional space. Each point can be located
at any arbitrary position. Furthermore, each point may hold an associated attribute such as color, normal vector, or texture.
Point clouds are often used for tele-immersive videos or in virtual and augmented reality applications [1, 2]. Furthermore, autonomous vehicles use Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) sensors to model the environment of the vehicle [3]. LiDAR is also
used in construction engineering and archaeology to obtain a plot
of a building or heritage sites and objects [4, 5]. All these applications require high-quality capturing of the point clouds. However,
the acquisition of point clouds with high resolution is an expensive
task. Thus, increasing the resolution of a point cloud using a post
processing step is a suitable alternative.
As the point positions are not restricted to a rastered grid, the
first task for point cloud upsampling is to define the positions of
the newly generated points and add additional points into the point
cloud. We refer to the challenge of inserting additional points into
the surface of the point cloud as geometry upsampling in the following. A related problem to geometry upsampling is point cloud
reconstruction, where additional points are inserted to fill holes and
reconstruct missing parts in the object’s surface. First approaches are
based on solving an indicator function in three-dimensional space by
e.g. applying a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [6]. This solution has
the drawback that FFT requires a regular grid with a resolution of
a power of two and, thus, it is not widely applicable. Various approaches were developed that are using point set surfaces. In order
to guarantee smooth surfaces, local areas of the surfaces have to be

up- and downsampled. Alexa et al. [7] were the first who applied a
Voronoi tessellation and inserted additional points in the point cloud
at the center positions of the Voronoi cells.
A widely used approach for point cloud upsampling is EdgeAware Resampling (EAR) [8]. It incorporates normal vectors in the
upsampling scheme. A point cloud is first resampled away from the
edges, as it is assumed that captured data and estimated normals are
more accurate away from edges. Then, the remaining regions are upsampled. Due to the unordered saving of points in a point cloud data
type, links between neighboring points are not established implicitly.
This is a great challenge for the processing of point clouds. Thus,
Dinesh et al. [9] tried to overcome this issue by creating a k-nearestneighbor graph first. For the upsampling of a point cloud, they incorporate normal vectors, too. Furthermore, they assume the point
cloud’s surface to be piecewise smooth. Hence, additional points are
inserted at the center position of the triangles generated by a Delaunay triangulation. Then, the final position is refined by formulating
the problem as a minimization of a graph-total variation. However,
normal vectors are not available for all point clouds and the computation of normal vectors might yield inaccuracies especially at edges.
Furthermore, the computation of normal vectors is highly sensitive
to noise which often occurs in point clouds in the capturing process.
In recent years, also data-driven approaches for point cloud upsampling were developed. A pioneer in this field was PU-Net [10].
It uses extracted patches of the point cloud, extracts multi-level features and subsequently expands these to a higher resolution. In addition, a joint loss function is used that balances between uniform
distribution of the points and a smooth surface. Ongoing work uses
the structure of PU-Net hierarchically [11] or combines it with a discriminator and generator structure in PU-GAN [12]. EC-Net focuses
on upsampling the edge regions of point clouds [13]. PUGeoNet [14]
uses a different approach as it parametrizes the three-dimensional
surface and transforms it to a two-dimensional domain. The surface
is expanded and the additional points are inserted. Finally, the points
are retransformed to the three-dimensional space.
The disadvantage of these data-driven approaches is that they
only show high qualities for the data set and scale factor that they are
trained for. A high-quality method that upsamples a low-resolution
point cloud by any arbitrary scale factor without the aid of additional
information such as normal vectors or a fixed rastered grid has not
yet been reported. Thus, the objective of this work was to develop
a technique that is able to upsample a point cloud by any arbitrary
scale factor and is not dependent on normal vectors or a voxelization
of the point cloud.
Our proposed frequency-selective geometry upsampling framework is presented in the upcoming section. Thereafter in Section 3
follows an extensive evaluation of our framework. Finally, the paper
closes with a conclusion in Section 4.
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(a) Continuous model and input points in 3D.
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(b) Delaunay triangulation in 2D for input points. (c) Continuous model with input and output points
Output points are generated.
in 3D for Delaunay triangulation.

Fig. 1: Model generation process for a block of the Duck point cloud. Blue points are the original points, red points are the upsampled points.
The continuous model is depicted as a mesh plot.

2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

2.1. Frequency-Selective Geometry Upsampling

We propose a framework that follows a local upsampling scheme.
Therefore, the point cloud is partitioned into blocks. For the block
partitioning the three-dimensional space is divided into dices of size
N × N × N . Then, each point of the point cloud is assigned to
one dice based on its location. This holds the advantage that points
that are near to each other in the three-dimensional space but are
far away from each other in the saved structure of the point cloud
data type are assigned to the same block and thus, can be computed
together. The number of points in one block may vary. However,
this might be a challenge for a learning-based approach but it is not
a problem for our model-based approach. We then assume that all
points in each block are element of the same surface which is a nonclosed convex hull. This assumption allows us to describe the shape
of the surface as a model. In the following, we are using a frequencybased model for the local representation of the object’s surface as we
could already upsample the color attribute successfully following a
frequency-selective approach [15].
The assumption that the block’s content is a valid function has to
be confirmed first. Thus, the variances of the x-, y-, and z-component
of the points’ location are calculated, respectively. We assume that
a plane can be represented in terms of a valid function if the model
is built in the two dimensions showing the largest variances. The
dimension showing the smallest variance is assumed to not show
any closed form and thus, is valid to be represented by a function
q = f [o, p]. If the surface should not fulfill our assumption that
the dimension holding the smallest variance represents a non-closed
function, it can be assumed that the error that is made during the
model generation process is small. Hence,

The Frequency-Selective Geometry Upsampling (FSGU) assumes
the plane f to be represented as a weighted superposition of twodimensional basis functions ϕ, i.e.,
X
q = f [o, p] =
ck,l ϕk,l [o, p],
(2)
k,l∈K

where k and l denote the two-dimensional frequency indexes from
the set of available basis functions K. As basis functions from orthogonal transforms such as discrete cosine transform (DCT) are
used, the expansion coefficient ck,l can also be interpreted as transform coefficient. The aim of the model is to determine the impact of
each frequency and thus, to determine the value of each expansion
coefficient. Therefore, the model g (ν) is built in an iterative manner and tries to fit the original signal as good as possible. In each
iteration ν, the selected basis function ϕ with frequency indexes u
and v with according estimated expansion coefficient is added to the
model from the iteration before, i.e.,
g (ν) [o, p] = g (ν−1) [o, p] + ĉu,v ϕu,v [o, p].

The model g is initialized to zero. The best fitting basis function in
each iteration is found by minimizing the residual energy the most.
Hence, the residual r between the original signal and the model has
to be determined in every iteration ν and is given as
r(ν) [o, p] = f [o, p] − g (ν) [o, p].

(1)

(4)

Then, the residual energy
E (ν) =

q := argmin{Var[x], Var[y], Var[z]},

(3)

(0)

X


2
w[o, p] r(ν) [o, p]

(5)

(o,p)

(x,y,z)

where Var{·} depicts the variance. Now, a smooth surface can be
fit into the block. The smooth surface can be interpreted as a function and thus, the function can be estimated using a model. We are
going to approximate the function by a frequency model. This approach has been shown to be beneficial in a large range of different
applications such as image reconstruction [16, 17], quarter sampling
approaches [18], and image resampling [19]. Furthermore, it can
also be used for upsampling the color attribute of point clouds [15].

is calculated. The local weighting function w[o, p] is defined as
isotropic decaying window function and favors points close to the
center. Finally, the best fitting frequency in iteration ν is selected by
minimizing the residual energy in every iteration, i.e.,


(ν)
(u, v) = argmax ∆Ek,l wf [k, l] .
(6)
(k,l)

A spectral weighting function wf [k, l] is incorporated in the selection process. Low frequency parts are favored as they are crucial

2.2. Definition of Point Locations
For geometry upsampling, the location of the additional points has to
be defined in the o − p-plane first. A straightforward way of defining
the positions is to use a triangulation-based approach as in [7, 9]. We
pursue a Delaunay triangulation in the o−p-plane. The triangulation
is shown in Fig. 1b. The blue points are the original points and thus,
these are the corner points of the triangles. For our approach, we
add points at the middle of each edge. Those are given in red. If the
predefined scaling factor demands for a greater number of additional
points, the triangulation is applied recursively. Thus, in a next step,
the Delaunay triangulation would be pursued on all points, red and
blue, from Fig. 1b. Once again, additional points would be inserted
at the middle of each edge.
With the position of the inserted points o0 and p0 we can evaluate
our estimated model
X
q 0 = f [o0 , p0 ] =
ĉk,l ϕk,l [o0 , q 0 ].
(7)
k,l∈K

In Fig. 1c, the upsampled points are denoted in red. They fit well
among the original points. A summary of the proposed framework
is given as a flow chart in Fig. 2.
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for the representation of a smooth surface. Higher frequency parts
tend to create a noisy surface which is not desired. Nevertheless, if
a high frequency is dominant in the surface, it can be chosen and
incorporated into our model. The iteration terminates if a predefined
maximum number of iterations is met. Finally, a continuous model
of the surface is established. This continuous function is then sampled for additional points in order to upsample the point cloud. The
definition of the exact position of the additional sampling points in
the o − p-plane is defined in the upcoming section. In Fig. 1a the
continuous model and the original points are shown for one block of
the Duck point cloud [20]. The original points are marked in blue.
The model does not intersect with all points but approaches them
sufficiently close.
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Fig. 2: Flow chart of the proposed method.
3. EVALUATION
We conduct extensive experiments to analyze the performance of
our proposed FSGU framework. For the performance evaluation, we
compare results of our proposed FSGU framework with two commonly used algorithms following two different approaches, the normal vector-based Edge-Aware Resampling (EAR) [8] and the datadriven learning-based neural network PU-Net [10]. Furthermore, we
show results for the point clouds Dragon, Duck, Jaguar and
Rabbit from [20], camel, elephant, kitten and star
from [10] and 9, 21, 45 and 76 from [22, 23]. We evaluate in
terms of point-to-point (P2Point) and point-to-plane (P2Plane) error
following the evaluation scheme of Tian et al. [21]. The P2Point
error is determined as the normalized sum of the error vectors being the smallest distance between the points in the reference and the
upsampled point cloud. For the P2Plane error the error vectors are
projected along the direction of the normals and are summed up and
normalized [21].
Furthermore, we normalize the point clouds to a cube with a
length of side of one. For PU-Net, we use the pretrained net from
the authors [10]. Also the EAR implementation is the algorithm provided by the authors [8]. Table 1 shows the errors of the examined
point clouds for two scaling factors. The last column gives the average error of the twelve incorporated point clouds in the evaluation.
For the results in the upper part a scaling factor of 2 is incorporated,

i.e., the number of points of each point cloud was doubled. For the
lower part, the number of points in each point cloud was quadrupled.
This corresponds to a scaling factor of 4 for which the PU-Net [10]
was originally trained. The best results are given in bold. The relative behavior of the examined methods is similar for both scaling
factors. FSGU performs best for all evaluated point clouds for both
P2Point and P2Plane errors. This is independent of the used dataset
as it can be observed for all point clouds. On average, FSGU reaches
a P2Point error of 3.0 × 10−3 for the incorporated point clouds and
scale factor 2. The second best performing technique is EAR with
an average P2Point error of 11.1 × 10−3 . Thus, the P2Point error
of EAR is by a factor 3.7 worse than the P2Point error of FSGU.
PU-Net performs worst in this evaluation. In terms of P2Plane error, the general behavior of the three methods is analog. PU-Net
performs worst, followed by EAR and the best performing FSGU.
The P2Plane error of EAR is by a factor of 6.5 worse than the error of FSGU. For a scale factor of 4, FSGU is the best performing technique again. The average P2Point error slightly increases to
3.1 × 10−3 , whereas the P2Plane error shows a slight decrease to
0.5 × 10−3 . In terms of P2Point error, PU-Net is now the second
best performing method. Here, FSGU shows a 4.4 times smaller
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Method
EAR [8]
PU [10]
FSGU (Ours)
EAR [8]
PU [10]
FSGU (Ours)
EAR [8]
PU [10]
FSGU (Ours)
EAR [8]
PU [10]
FSGU (Ours)

Jaguar

Metric

Duck

Scale
factor

Dragon

Table 1: Results given in terms of Point to Point (P2Point) and Point to Plane (P2Plane) error [21] and upsampling factors of 2 and 4,
respectively. Avg gives the average results of the shown point clouds.

11.3
13.4
1.9
5.0
11.3
0.5
27.8
11.7
1.5
9.0
6.0
0.4

9.5
12.7
3.8
4.3
8.3
0.6
12.7
11.4
3.5
5.0
6.3
0.4

14.4
12.4
1.5
6.6
10.1
0.4
16.6
11.4
1.2
6.6
6.5
0.4

29.6
9.0
2.9
9.2
7.3
1.3
12.1
8.7
2.8
3.7
4.5
1.4

13.6
15.3
3.5
2.8
7.5
0.5
17.9
16.6
3.4
4.0
6.4
0.4

8.7
17.1
3.6
2.0
8.6
0.5
20.6
16.6
3.5
5.4
6.8
0.4

8.3
18.0
3.6
1.7
7.0
0.4
16.4
16.7
3.8
4.5
7.2
0.4

7.4
22.4
3.8
0.7
7.6
0.5
15.2
16.6
4.0
4.5
7.3
0.5

7.5
13.3
3.1
3.0
7.1
0.5
18.9
12.9
3.7
6.3
5.8
0.5

7.4
13.6
2.5
3.6
8.9
0.5
14.6
12.9
3.0
5.4
6.1
0.6

7.9
14.0
3.3
3.5
9.4
0.6
14.0
14.0
4.1
4.9
6.4
0.5

7.6
13.0
2.6
4.0
8.6
0.4
14.3
12.6
3.0
5.8
7.2
0.5

error than PU-Net. EAR inserts the additional points outside the
original hull of the object and thus, the P2Point error increases.
To further demonstrate the differences of the three approaches,
a visual example for the Dragon point cloud is given in Fig. 3. The
varying color of the point clouds emphasizes the depth component of
the point clouds. The original input point cloud is given in Fig. 3a.
In Fig. 3b, the upsampled point cloud using EAR is shown. The
upsampled result using PU-Net is given in Fig. 3c. The final result
incorporating our proposed FSGU scheme is shown in Fig. 3d. The
original point cloud appears more transparent compared to the upsampled point clouds as it incorporates only half of the points of the
upsampled point clouds. The EAR method fails to model details of
the dragon such as the bend of the tail. It rather models the rough
form of the tail and fills empty regions in between the bends with additional points. It is also difficult for PU-Net to add additional points
to the tail of the dragon. Neither the peaks on top of the tail nor the
filigree rhombus formed tip of the tail are upsampled satisfactorily.
Our proposed FSGU models the tail accurately. The bend of the tail
shows high accuracy and the rhombus at the tip of the tail is depicted
clearly. Just some minor artifacts are visible in the middle of the
bending tail.

Avg
11.1
14.5
3.0
3.9
8.5
0.6
16.8
13.5
3.1
5.4
6.4
0.5

(a) Original.

(b) EAR [8].

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel point cloud upsampling technique
which approximates the object’s surface using DCT basis functions
and which is not dependent on additional information such as normal
vectors or restricted to a rastered grid. FSGU clearly outperforms
current state-of-the-art methods in both, metric-based objective and
visual subjective, quality. In the future, we aim at extending the
proposed FSGU with a model-based upsampling for the attributes
such as color or motion vectors of point clouds.

(c) PU-Net [10].
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(d) FSGU (Ours).

Fig. 3: Dragon point cloud. Upsampling factor is 2. The depth is
color coded for better interpretation.
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